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NEW
RELAUNCH!

RELAUNCH!

Special Operations in the Age
of Chivalry, 1100-1550

A Dictionary of Fabulous Beasts

Y U VA L N OA H HA R A R I

Mythical creatures drawn largely from medieval travellers’ tales, but
encompassing civilisations from the Sumerians to the Wild West.

The author of the international bestseller Sapiens: A Brief History of
Humankind looks at covert operations and assassination plots in the
medieval period, matching anything to be found in our own era.
• An early classic from the author of Sapiens and Homo Deus
• Vivid accounts of assassination, infiltration, abduction, subterfuge
and daring rescues
•A
 n entertaining but also learned book, from which it is possible
to glean much about medieval military history. BBC HISTORY
MAGAZINE
• Reissued with a new cover, a unique study certain to fascinate
readers of military history
Alongside the familiar pitched battles, regular sieges, and largescale manoeuvres, medieval and early modern wars also involved
assassination, abduction, treason and sabotage. These undercover
operations were aimed chiefly against key individuals, mostly royalty
or the leaders of the opposing army, and against key fortified places,
including bridges, mills and dams. However, because of their clandestine
nature, these deeds of “derring-do” have not been studied in any detail, a
major gap which this book fills. A readable yet scholarly account.
Professor YUVAL NOAH HARARI teaches at the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem and is the author of the international bestsellers Sapiens: A
Brief History of Humankind, Homo Deus: A Brief History of Tomorrow
and 21 Lessons for the 21st Century.
$19.95/£14.99 June 2020
978 1 84383 452 6
8 colour illus.; 248pp, 23.4 x 15.6 cm, PB
Warfare in History

R IC HA R D BA R B E R and A N N E R IC H E S

• Reissued with a new cover and lower price following the success of
Richard Barber’s latest book, Magnificence
• An ideal companion to Bestiary, our perennial bestseller
• An enchanting read for medievalists and readers of myths, legends
and fantasy
• Features 34 striking line illustrations by Rosalind Dease
A dictionary? No, this is really an astonishing ark filled with beasts from
a fabulous zoo far more varied and entertaining than anything from
ordinary natural history. From Abaia and Abath to Ziz and Zu, from
the microscopic Gigelorum that nests in a mite’s ear to the giant serpent
Jormungandor who encircles the whole globe, there are beasts from
every corner of man’s imagination: the light-hearted Fearsome Critters
of lumberjack tales find a place alongside the Sirrush of Babylon and the
Winged Bulls of Assyria. Some of the fabulous beasts turn out to be real
creatures in disguise - a Cameleopard is a kind of glamourised giraffe
-while others are almost, but not quite, human. Among the six hundred
entries are some which are full-scale essays in their own right, as on
Phoenix or Giants; and just in case it seems as though the authors dreamt
up the entire book, there is a detailed list of books for the would-be
hunter in this mythical jungle.
Dr RICHARD BARBER has written many books on the history of and life
in the middle ages, from his Somerset Maugham Award-winning The
Knight and Chivalry to 2020’s Magnificence. His interest in fabulous
beasts began with a study of the unicorn in medieval art and literature.
ANNE RICHES is an architectural historian, who is co-author of two
volumes in the Pevsner Architectural Guides series, Glasgow and
Shropshire. She first encountered fabulous beasts in the shape of a very
fine sciapod bench-end in the church at Dennington in Suffolk, where
her father was rector.
$19.95/£14.99 June 2020
978 0 85115 685 9
34 line illus.; 168pp, 23.4 x 15.6 cm, PB

Front cover: “A Maja” by the Catalan artist José Llovera Bofill (1846–1896)
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NEW
NEW IN PAPERBACK

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Medieval Pets

Medievalism, Politics and Mass Media

KAT H L E E N WA L K E R- M E I K L E

Appropriating the Middle Ages in the Twenty-First Century

This entertaining survey of medieval pet keeping reveals an enduring
affection between medieval humans and animals that we would have
no trouble recognizing today.
•N
 ot only a milestone in the history of our obsession with pets, but
also furthers our understanding of the complexity of human-animal
relations in the past. BBC HISTORY
•A
 delightful read. MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY
• Features 8 colour and 20 black & white illustrations
Animals in the Middle Ages have often been discussed - but usually only
as a source of food, as beasts of burden, or as aids for hunters. This book
takes a completely different angle, showing that they were also beloved
domestic companions to their human owners. It offers a full survey of
pets and pet-keeping: how they were acquired, kept, fed, exercised, and
displayed; it looks at the problems pets could cause, and finally, how
they were mourned. It also examines the representation of pets and
their owners in art and literature; the many charming illustrations offer
further evidence for the bonds between humans and their pets, then as
now.
Dr KATHLEEN WALKER-MEIKLE gained her PhD at University College
London.
$19.95/£14.99 March 2021
978 1 78327 569 4
8 colour & 20 b/w illus.; 200pp, 23.4 x 15.6 cm, PB

A N D R EW B. R . E L L IO T T
An exploration of how the Middle Ages are manipulated ideologically in
today’s communication.
• This is the first sustained study to explore the media’s use of
medievalism
• A timely and topical book exploring what happens when the Middle
Ages are used to characterize people, places, or events without any
real intention of reusing the past
• Elliott’s book is groundbreaking and gives medievalists an entirely new
and welcome perspective on medievalisms in media. SPECULUM
Many current events, such as George Bush’s reference to the War on
Terror as a “Crusade”, are couched in loaded medieval terms. In the
widespread use of medievalism across social- and mass-media channels,
it is clear that such political medievalisms are not intended as a specific
reference to a historical precedent, but as a use of the past for modern
concerns.
The book argues that we need new ways of analysing this kind of
medievalism; extending far beyond the concept of anachronism or
inaccuracy, references to Crusades, Templars and Vikings affect the way
we understand our world. Using theories of communication and media
studies to examine popular medievalism, the author investigates what
effect such medieval terminology can have on a mass-mediated audience
and on the understanding of the Middle Ages in general.
ANDREW B.R. ELLIOTT is Senior Lecturer in Media and Cultural Studies,

University of Lincoln.

Names for a medieval puppy
Troy, Blawnche, Nosewise, Swepestake, Smylfeste,
Trynket, Amiable, Nameles, Clenche, Bragge, Holdfast,
Crab, Ringwood, Absolom, Bauderon, Baudellette,
Bloquiau, Briffault, Cliquau, Fillette, Huielle, Huiiau,
Loquebaut, Mirre, Ostine
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$19.99/£16.99 January 2021
978 1 84384 585 0
7 colour illus.; 240pp, 23.4 x 15.6 cm, PB
Medievalism
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NEW
INSIDE THE CLASSICAL MUSIC WORLD

Humphrey Burton: In My Own Time
An Autobiography
H UM P H R EY BU RT O N
This long-awaited autobiography is a must-read for classical music
enthusiasts and those fascinated by some of the twentieth century’s star
performers. It also offers unique insights into the history of music, the
BBC and arts broadcasting in twentieth-century Britain.
• The autobiography of one of the most distinguished and seminal
figures in British music broadcasting.
• A witty, enchanting read, brimming with vivid accounts of
luminaries such as Leonard Bernstein, Glenn Gould, Yehudi
Menuhin, Herbert von Karajan, and others.
• Features over 250 b/w photographs
Sir Humphrey Burton is one of Britain’s most influential post-war arts
broadcasters. Witty, humorous and full of humanity, Burton’s account
presents us with never before recorded perspectives on the world of
British cultural broadcasting and classical music. Burton worked with
such outstanding directing talents as Ken Russell and John Schlesinger,
before becoming the BBC’s Head of Music and the Arts. With multiaward-winning television programmes to his name, such as the BBC’s
Young Musician of the Year or LWT’s Aquarius, Burton left an indelible
mark on Britain’s arts broadcasting history. The early 1970s saw the
beginning of Burton’s long association with Leonard Bernstein. Burton
was at hand filming the maestro’s educational programs and concerts
with the Vienna Philharmonic, and Burton’s chronicles of Bernstein’s
last years are unforgettable. He turned into a celebrated Bernstein
biographer.
Burton’s autobiography offers us many encounters with twentiethcentury classical music’s superstars and former broadcasting colleagues.
This long-awaited autobiography is a must-read for classical music
enthusiasts. It also offers unique insights into the history of music, the
BBC and arts broadcasting in twentieth-century Britain.
SIR HUMPHREY BURTON, CBE was Head of Music and Arts, BBC

Television and produced seminal series for LWT. He was the Artistic
Adviser to the Barbican Centre, London, and Guest Director at the
Hollywood Bowl. He is the author of Leonard Bernstein (1994/2017),
Yehudi Menuhin (2000) and William Walton (2002). Since the 1990s he
has been a freelance broadcaster. Humphrey Burton lives in Aldeburgh,
Suffolk. He was knighted in 2020 for his life-long services to classical
music, the arts and the media.
$34.95/£25.00 May 2021
978 1 78327 481 9
268 b/w illus.; 528pp, 23.4 x 15.6 cm, HB
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EXTRACT

Huw [Wheldon] had reluctantly accepted
[Maria Callas’s] terms for the interview but
wasn’t happy. . . . From his grim expression
I could see that Huw was disappointed by
the soft line of questioning and the diva’s
bland responses; on this showing the great
Maria Callas was more pussycat than tigress.
When he could contain his impatience no
longer Huw advanced, unannounced, into the
cameras’ line of sight. His words I remember
to this day: ‘Madame Callas, if I may interpose
for a moment: when you agreed to do this
interview you insisted that your interlocutor
should be Mr Webster. May I ask why?’ Callas
looked him up and down and replied, glacially:
‘Because Mr Webster is a gentleman.’

www.boydellandbrewer.com

NEW
BORN BEFORE HER TIME

Georgina Weldon
The Fearless Life of a Victorian Celebrity
J OA N NA M A RT I N
A fascinating account of the life of one of the most famous women of the
Victorian era.
• The first modern biography based on extensive primary sources
• The often shocking story of a life spent at the heart of Victorian
society and celebrity culture
• Fearless, clever, independent, defiant and talented – also eccentric,
delusional and highly litigious – it’s time to recover the life of a
woman who would have thrived in the 21st century
For more than a decade in the second half of the nineteenth century
Georgina Weldon (1837-1914) was one of the most famous women
in England. Weldon was an exceptional self-publicist, intelligent and
utterly convinced that she was always in the right. A semi-professional
singer, she came to prominence as a friend of the composer Charles
Gounod. Her husband’s unsuccessful attempt to have her carried off to
a lunatic asylum caused a public scandal, and her subsequent efforts to
drag her enemies through the law courts were widely reported. Weldon’s
resistance to being certified insane and her unceasing legal claims for
defamation and/or loss of earnings contributed to changes in laws
relating to private asylums and vexatious litigation.
Weldon sang in drawing rooms and concert halls, and on the music
hall stage. She lectured on women’s rights and law reform. The most
notorious female plaintiff, and probably the first married women to
represent herself in court, she advised many of her fellow litigants at a
time when women were not permitted to practise law professionally. Her
campaigns brought her notoriety and two gaol sentences.
Joanna Martin expertly retells the story of this notorious Victorian
eccentric who suffered many bouts of delusion and was an ardent
supporter of spiritualism. Martin’s account manages to negotiate
a biography situated between crazed behaviour and the pursuit of
admirable causes. Weldon’s story offers a wide canvas introducing
phenomena such as celebrity culture and major and marginal characters
of Dickensian quality. This biography of Weldon, based on primary
sources including Weldon’s own diaries and letters, therefore touches
upon a wide variety of issues: Victorian society, nineteenth-century’s
women’s history, the context of a social and cultural history of madness
and marriage (law), and nineteenth-century British musical culture.
JOANNA MARTIN is a historian and writer. She is the author of A
Governess in the Age of Jane Austen (The Hambledon Press, 1998) and
Wives and Daughters: Women and Children in the Georgian Country
House (Hambledon and London, 2004). Martin is the great-great-great
niece of Georgina Weldon.

$39.95/£30.00 May 2021
978 1 78327 582 3
30 b/w illus.; 448pp, 23.4 x 15.6 cm, HB
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IN HER OWN WORDS

“What I find people in general the most
interested in concerning my career is the
transformation of myself from a lady in the
best society, a vocalist, an educationalist, a
philanthropist, into a quarrelsome, litigious
female, wasting the time of the Court [and]
irritating the ‘poor Judges’ almost to the
verge of insanity. How could Mrs Weldon, so
charming, so gifted, so beautiful, so amiable,
become a kind of Megæra – a being to avoid,
to run away from, a social pariah?”
Georgina Weldon, 1906
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NEW
THE FIRST CARMEN

PAPERBACK ORIGINAL

Bizet’s Carmen Uncovered

Ignition: Beethoven

R IC HA R D L A N G HA M SM I T H

Reception Documents from the Paul Sacher Foundation

Exposes the myths and stereotypes that so often surround this much
loved opera by exploring its first staging, and the particularly Spanish
contexts in which the opera was conceived, written, and staged.
• A fascinating look into the development of this most popular of
operas
•Will be of great interest to opera enthusiasts, performers, and
students and scholars of French culture
• Amply illustrated, with 19 color and 44 b/w illustrations
Focusing on the first staging of Bizet’s Carmen, this book exposes myths,
stereotypes and actualities which lie behind this much-loved opera.
Langham Smith’s extensive research shows how the growth of Spanish
mania in France during the nineteenth-century provided the background
of Bizet’s composition, while the libretto was developed from Mérimée’s
writings and essays. Beyond this, the first staging of the opera is also
shown to have been carefully planned to expose the Spanish setting as
well as the wider themes of the opera. Accessibly written and lavishly
illustrated, Bizet’s Carmen Uncovered will appeal to anyone with an
interest in opera as well as musicologists and literary scholars.
RICHARD LANGHAM SMITH studied harpsichord and Baroque
performance practice at the Amsterdam Conservatory. In 2011 the Royal
College of Music appointed him Research Professor in Music and in
2016 Smith was awarded an FRCM. In addition to academic teaching he
is a regular broadcaster and lecturer for major concert venues and opera
houses.

$39.95/£29.95 April 2021
978 1 78327 525 0
19 colour, 44 b/w & 17 line illus.; 344pp, 23.4 x 15.6 cm, HB

Edited by F E L I X M EY E R and SI M O N O B E RT
An exploration of how modern composers interacted with Beethoven’s
musical influence, illustrated with documents from the Paul Sacher
Foundation’s archives in Basel.
• Demonstrates the enduring impact of the composer on modern
times
• Beautifully illustrated with high-quality facsimile reproductions
• An essential companion to a major exhibit at Beethoven’s birthplace
as part of the 250th anniversary celebrations of the composer’s birth
Countless composers of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries have
referred to Beethoven in their music or creatively sought to distance
themselves from him. This volume illustrates his ongoing relevance using
documents from the collections of the Paul Sacher Foundation. Designed
to accompany the eponymous exhibition in the Bonn Beethovenhaus,
it adopts four thematic areas: “Learning and Teaching with
Beethoven,” “Idealizations,” “Strategies of Reference,” and “Distortion
- Dismantlement.” It explores the contexts, techniques, and ideological
thrusts of Beethoven references in musicians of very wide-ranging
backgrounds, from Anton Webern, Béla Bartók, and Richard Strauss
to Mauricio Kagel, Cathy Berberian, and Kaija Saariaho. The selected
documents are captured in photographic reproduction and accompanied
by detailed commentary. Each section is preceded by an introductory
essay.
A publication of the Paul Sacher Foundation.
FELIX MEYER has been the director of the Paul Sacher Foundation since
1999. He has edited several books, including Crosscurrents: American
and European Music in Interaction 1900-2000 and Elliott Carter: A
Centennial Portrait in Letters and Documents. SIMON OBERT is a scholarly
staff member and curator at the Paul Sacher Foundation. He is also a
member of the directory of the Anton Webern Complete Edition.

$34.95/£30.00 December 2020
978 1 78327 590 8
50 colour illus.; 224pp, 26.5 x 22 cm, PB
Paul Sacher Foundation
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NEW
ALL THINGS CLARINET

PAPERBACK ORIGINAL

The Clarinet

The Event of Music History

Edited by JA N E E L L S WO RT H

J. P. E HA R P E R- S C O T T

Offers unique perspectives on the clarinet’s historical role across
musical traditions

Brings musicology to the cutting edge of debates in the postmodern
philosophy of history.

• An ideal companion volume for both professional and amateur
musicians, and to aficionados of clarinet music
• Offers a rich and rewarding array of perspectives on clarinet
repertoire: from opera, chamber, and orchestral music, to jazz,
klezmer, and other musical traditions
• The second volume in our University of Rochester Press instrument
series, following The Violin
With essays written by leading performer-scholars, The Clarinet
offers unique perspectives on the clarinet’s historical role in various
styles, genres, and ensembles. Beginning with a chapter on clarinet
iconography, the book continues with an overview of the instrument’s
early history, chapters on the clarinet in the opera orchestra and
the traditional symphony orchestra, and examinations of important
genres involving the clarinet (the concerto and the clarinet quintet).
Also included are chapters on leading twentieth-century clarinetists,
the instrument’s use in the historically informed performance (HIP)
movement, and an expansive look at the clarinet’s use in ethnic traditions
and early jazz. The emphasis on topics not covered elsewhere makes
this book an important contribution to the clarinet literature. Written
in an accessible style, this volume engages a wide range of readers, from
professional musicians to clarinet aficionados and music lovers with less
specialized knowledge.
JANE ELLSWORTH is Professor of Music History at Eastern
Washington University and bass clarinetist with the Spokane Symphony.
$60.00/£40.00 June 2021
978 1 64825 017 0
26 b/w & 60 line illus.; 344pp, 9 x 6 in, HB
Eastman Studies in Music

www.boydellandbrewer.com

• A provocative, elegantly written, and new book-length study
of music history—the first of its kind since Carl Dahlhaus’s
Foundations of Music History (1983)
• Offers a radically different approach to the field, updated and much
needed for the 21st century
• Essential reading for courses in historiography, critical theory,
musicology, and music history
This book presents a new theory of how to write music history, and offers
an exemplar of this new theory in action, in a series of four chapterlength reflexions on Beethoven’s heroic style. It brings musicology to the
cutting edge of debates in the postmodern philosophy of history. The
book finds a new basis for the writing of music history by revisiting the
philosophy of Alain Badiou. Musical materials appear in a dialectical
relationship with the human beings who are music’s manifold historical
actors. Engagingly written, this new short theory of music history will
be essential reading for scholars and students of the many area studies
within music history.
J. P. E. HARPER-SCOTT is Professor of Music History and Theory
at Royal Holloway, University of London, and General Editor of the
Cambridge University Press series, ‘Music in Context’. He is the author of
numerous books and articles.
$24.95/£17.99 June 2021
978 1 78327 599 1
10 line illus.; 176pp, 23.4 x 15.6 cm, PB
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NEW
SAMPLE ENTRIES FROM

THE DICTIONARY OF FABULOUS BEASTS
See page 2 for book details.
ARIMASPI A one-eyed tribe found in Scythia, who coveted the gold hoarded by
griffins: Herodotus was prepared to accept the existence of the griffins, but was
dubious about one-eyed men.
BOOJUM The lethal type of SNARK: quite unimaginable, and as delightful as it was
unimaginable, except for those mortals who were unfortunate enough to meet one,
their fate being to ‘softly and suddenly vanish away’. The definition of a boojum has not
progressed beyond that given in Lewis Carroll’s sentimental fantasy Sylvie and Bruno
by the professor: ‘once upon a time there was a Boojum; I forget the rest of the
fable.’ It is also the common name for a curious tree found in the Mexican
desert.
CACTUS CAT The cactus cat lived in the great cactus district of Prescott
and Theson in North and Central America. It had thorny hair; on the
ears the thorns were of an exaggerated length and rigid. On its forearms
above its front feet it had sharp knifelike blades of bone, and its tail was
branched. It used the blades on its legs to slash the trunks of giant cactus
plants, causing the sap to ooze out. This it did to a number of cactus plants
systematically over several nights. By the time it had got back to the first
plant the sap had fermented to form a sweet sickly substance which the
cat drank. It quickly became intoxicated and rushed off grate its bony
excrescences together and uttering horrible shrieks.
DAOINE SIDHE Heroic Irish fairies which partake of human
nature, said by some to be fallen angels too good for hell. They have a
penchant for beautiful mortals whom they steal for brides.

CACTUS CAT

Read notes from our world and subscribe at boydellandbrewer.com/blog
SOCIAL MEDIA
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KEEP UP TO DATE

Order securely online
Download eBooks directly

Please join our monthly mailing list for advance
information about forthcoming publications
Just mail monthly to marketing@boydell.co.uk

PRESS REVIEW REQUESTS
UK & International: marketing@boydell.co.uk
North & South America: marketing@boydellusa.net

EBOOKS
Be sure to look for our titles in ebook format!

HOW TO ORDER
U K A N D I N T E R NAT I ONA L :

N ORT H & S O U T H A M E R I C A :

Boydell & Brewer Sales, John Wiley & Sons Ltd, European Distribution
Centre, New Era Estate, Oldlands Way, Bognor Regis PO22 9NQ
Tel. 01243 843 291 • Email customer@wiley.com
Cheques should be made payable to John Wiley & Sons Ltd

Casemate Academic, 1950 Lawrence Road, Havertown, PA 19083, USA
Tel: 610-853-9131 • Fax: 610-853-9146
casemate@casematepublishers.com
Checks should be made payable to Casemate Publishers
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